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 AGENDA 



 FECHTBÜCHER 



 HAUSBÜCHER 



 KRIEGSBÜCHER 



 TOURNIERBÜCHER 



 FIORE FRIULANO DE’I LIBERI 



 IDEAL FENCING MANUAL 



 MULTIPLE VERSIONS 



Contra-Contrary 

 STRUCTURED AND ORGANIZED 

Guard Remedy 

Scholar Contrary 



 DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT 



 JOHANNES LIECHTENAUER 



ACTUAL SOURCE OF INTERPRETATIONS 



 JOHANNES LIECHTENAUER 

“And before other things you should 
notice and know that there is only one 
art of the sword, and it was invented 
and put together many hundreds of 
years before, and it is a basis and a core 
of all the arts of fighting. Master 
Liechtenauer learnt and mastered this 
art in a thorough and rightful way, but 
he did not invent and put together this 
art, as it is stated before. Instead, he 
traveled and searched many countries 
with the will of learning and mastering 
this rightful and true art.” 
    ~ Ms. 3227a, f 13v (date unknown) 



 JOHANNES LIECHTENAUER 



 MS GBF18A (BERINGER) 



 COD. GUELF. 78. 2. AUG. 2º 



 HANS LECKÜCHNER 



 PETER FAULKNER 



 LONG AND SHORT SWORD 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 JUDICIAL DUELING 



 NOBODY CARES 



Das ist der võ den stucken dẽ zedeln 
|Zorn haw • krump • zwerch hat |Schiller /  
mitt schaittler |Alber verseczt / nachraÿsen 
|Vberlauff hav haw seczet |Durch wechsel  
zuck durch lauff abschnide / hende dn  
druck / heng vñ mitt blössen schlach vach 
streÿch sch stich mitt stossen  ·:·  
 
This is the [text] of the plays of the Recital 
Wrath-cut, crooked, thwart  
Has squinter with parter 
Fool parries 
Following-after, run-over 
Set the cut, change-through, pull 
Run-through, slice-away, press the hands 
Hang and with openings 
Strike, catch, sweep, thrust with blows. 

 SEVENTEEN HAUPSTUCKE 



This is the wrath-cut with its plays 
Whoever cuts over you, 
The wrath-cut point threatens him. 
If he becomes aware of it, 
So take-away above without driving. 
Be strong against 
And thrust. If he sees it, take it down 
Note this precisely: 
Cut, thrust, leaguer; soft or hard, 
In-the-moment and drive-after[sic] 
Without hurry. Do not rush your war: 
Whoever's war aims 
Above, they become ashamed below. 

 OBSCURE AND CRYPTIC WORDS 

Das ist der zorn haẘ mitt sinen stucken ~ 
|Wer dir ober haẘet  
|Zor haw ort im dröwet ·: 
|Wirt er es gewar  
|So nÿms oben ab an far :· 
|Biß störcker wider /  
vnd sch stich sicht erß so nÿm es wider ·: 
|Das öben mörck /  
|Haw stich leger waÿch oder hört  
|In des vñ fär nach /  
on hurt dein krieg sich nicht gäch  
|Weß der krieg ri riempt  
oben nÿder wirt er beschämpt ·: 



Hans Liechtenauer 
Peter Wildigans von Glatz 
Peter von Danzig zum Ingolstadt 
Hans Spindler von Znaim 
Lamprecht von Prague 
Hans Seydenfaden von Erfurt 
Andre Liegnitzer 
Jacob Liegnitzer 
Sigmund ain Ringeck 
Hartman von Nuremberg 
Martin Huntfeltz 
Hans Pegnitzer 
Philipps Perger 
Virgily von Kraków 
Dieterich Degenfechter von Braunschweig 
Ott Jud 
Hans Stettner von Mörnsheim 

 FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER 



 FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER 



 LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE 

          1410         1420          1430         1440          1450         1460          1470         1480 

1443: First Liechtenauer  
Zettel record (Talhoffer);  
Ott Jud alive (?) 

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, 
Martin Huntfeltz, 
and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive 1474: Marxbrüder 

Records 

ca. 1470: Paulus Kal 
names Geselschaft 
Liechtenauers 

1438-60: Ringeck 

1450s (Codex Lew) 1487: Marxbrüder 
Charter 

1478-82: Lecküchner 



 MERCENARY FELLOWSHIP? 

1419-34: 
Hussite 
Crusades 

          1410         1420          1430         1440          1450         1460          1470         1480 

1443: First Liechtenauer  
Zettel record (Talhoffer);  
Ott Jud alive (?) 

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, 
Martin Huntfeltz, 
and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive 1474: Marxbrüder 

Records 

ca. 1470: Paulus Kal 
names Geselschaft 
Liechtenauers 

1438-60: Ringeck 

1450s (Codex Lew) 1487: Marxbrüder 
Charter 

1478-82: Lecküchner 



* Hans Liechtenauer 
Peter Wildigans von Glatz 
* Peter von Danzig zum Ingolstadt 
Hans Spindler von Znaim 
Lamprecht von Prague 
Hans Seydenfaden von Erfurt 
* Andre Liegnitzer 
Jacob Liegnitzer 
* Sigmund ain Ringeck 
Hartman von Nuremberg 
* Martin Huntfeltz 
* Hans Pegnitzer 
Philipps Perger 
Virgily von Kraków 
Dieterich Degenfechter von Braunschweig 
Ott Jud 
Hans Stettner von Mörnsheim 

 FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER 



 LIECHTENAUER STEMMA (1985) 



 LIECHTENAUER STEMMA (2016) 



 THE GLOSSES 



 THE GLOSSES 



 LIECHTENAUER STEMMA (2016) 



? 
 THE GLOSSES 



 PETER VON DANZIG (1452) 



 SHORT SWORD ONLY 



 PSEUDO-PETER VON DANZIG 



 PRIMARY GLOSS (1450S) 



 THREE BRANCHES (A-B-C) 



 PPVD BRANCH A (“LEW”) 



 PPVD BRANCH A (“LEW”) 



 PPVD BRANCH B (“DANZIG”) 



 PPVD BRANCH A (“DANZIG”) 



 PPVD BRANCH A (“DANZIG”) 



 PPVD BRANCH C (OUTLIERS) 



 SIGMUND AIN RINGECK 



 VARIATION OR ORIGINAL? 



 DRESDEN VERSION (1504-19) 



 GLASGOW AND ROSTOCK 



 SIGMUND AIN RINGECK 



 HANS MEDEL VON SALZBURG 



 META-GLOSS 



 HANS MEDEL VON SALZBURG 



 MS. 3227A REVISITED 



 UNRELIABLE NARRATOR? 



 NEVER COMPLETED 



 HANS LECKÜCHNER 



 HANS LECKÜCHNER 



 LEICHMEISTER? 



Das ist der võ den stucken dẽ zedeln 
|Zorn haw • krump • zwerch hat |Schiller /  
mitt schaittler |Alber verseczt / nachraÿsen 
|Vberlauff hav haw seczet |Durch wechsel  
zuck durch lauff abschnide / hende dn  
druck / heng vñ mitt blössen schlach vach 
streÿch sch stich mitt stossen  ·:·  
 
This is the [text] of the plays of the Recital 
Wrath-cut, crooked, thwart  
Has squinter with parter 
Fool parries 
Following-after, run-over 
Set the cut, change-through, pull 
Run-through, slice-away, press the hands 
Hang and with openings 
Strike, catch, sweep, thrust with blows. 

 SEVENTEEN HAUPSTUCKE 



Wrath Hew (Zornhaw) 
Crooked/Arcing Hew (Krumphaw ) 
Thwarting/Crossing Hew (Twerhaw) 
Squinting/Oblique Hew (Schilhaw) 
Scalp/Vertex Hew (Scheitelhaw) 
 

Four Sieges (vier Leger) 
Four Forefenses (vier versetzen) 
Racing After (nachreisen) 
Over-Running (überlauffen) 
Defending (absetzen) 
Changing Through (durchwechseln) 
Drawing Back (zucken) 
Running Through (durchlauffen) 
Slicing Off (abschneiden) 
Hand Pressing (Hende drucken) 
Four Hangings (hengen) 
Twenty-Four Windings (winden) 

Hidden 
Strikes 

Twelve 
Chief 
Techniques 

 SEVENTEEN HAUPSTUCKE 



Wrath Hew (Zornhaw) 
Crooked/Arcing Hew (Krumphaw ) 
Thwarting/Crossing Hew (Twerhaw) 
Squinting/Oblique Hew (Schilhaw) 
Scalp/Vertex Hew (Scheitelhaw) 
 

Four Sieges (vier Leger) 
Four Forefenses (vier versetzen) 
Racing After (nachreisen) 
 

Over-Running (überlauffen) 
Setting Off (absetzen) 
Changing Through (durchwechselen) 
Drawing Back (zucken) 
Running Through (durchlauffen) 
Slicing Off (abschneiden) 
Hand Pressing (Hende drucken) 
Four Hangings (hengen) 
 

Twenty-four Windings (winden) 

 STRUCTURE OF THE RECITAL 

General Advice 

Structured Set Plays 

Tactical Framework 

Technical Glossary 

Summary of the Zedel 



 STRUCTURE OF THE RECITAL 

Okay 

Okay, now start with your sword 
at your right shoulder. What? No, 
wait… Well, never mind, that’s 
fine, we’ll come back to that later. 



Wrath Hew 
 - ("War") 
 
Crooked/Arcing Hew 
 - (Feinting?) 
 
Thwarting/Crossing Hew 
 - (Feinting?) 
 
Squinting/Oblique Hew 
 
 
Scalp/Vertex Hew 

 STRUCTURED SET PLAYS 

Long edge, outside opening 
 - Binding with the long edge 
 
Long edge, inside opening 
 - Binding on/with the flat 
 
Short edge, outside opening 
 - Binding with the short edge 
 
Short edge, inside opening 
 - Binding against short positions 
 
Long edge, top of the head 
 - Binding against hanging covers 



 Four Sieges (vier Leger) 

 Four Forefenses (vier versetzen) 

[Four Offenses (vier ansetzen)]  
 Racing After (nachreisen) 

 TACTICAL FRAMEWORK 



Over-Running (überlauffen) 
Setting Off (absetzen) 
Changing Through (durchwechselen) 
Drawing Back (zucken) 
Running Through (durchlauffen) 
Slicing Off (abschneiden) 
Hand Pressing (Hende drucken) 
Four Hangings (hengen) 
Twenty-four Windings (winden) 

 GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY 



This is the wrath-cut with its plays 
Whoever cuts over you, 
The wrath-cut point threatens him. 
If he becomes aware of it, 
So take-away above without driving. 
Be strong against 
And thrust. If he sees it, take it down 
Note this precisely: 
Cut, thrust, leaguer; soft or hard, 
In-the-moment and drive-after[sic] 
Without hurry. Do not rush your war: 
Whoever's war aims 
Above, they become ashamed below. 

 OBSCURE AND CRYPTIC WORDS 

Das ist der zorn haẘ mitt sinen stucken ~ 
|Wer dir ober haẘet  
|Zor haw ort im dröwet ·: 
|Wirt er es gewar  
|So nÿms oben ab an far :· 
|Biß störcker wider /  
vnd sch stich sicht erß so nÿm es wider ·: 
|Das öben mörck /  
|Haw stich leger waÿch oder hört  
|In des vñ fär nach /  
on hurt dein krieg sich nicht gäch  
|Weß der krieg ri riempt  
oben nÿder wirt er beschämpt ·: 



 CRYPTIC WORDS EXPLAINED 
Gloss: Mark, the Wrath-hew breaks all Upper-
hews with the point, and is yet nothing other than 
a simple peasant strike, and that drive thus: When 
you come to him with the pre-fencing, if he then 
hews at your head from above on his right side, 
then hew also from your right side from above, 
without any parrying, with him wrathfully on his 
sword. If he is then Soft on the sword, then shoot in 
the long point straight before you and stab him to 
the face or the breast. So Set-on him. 
 
 
     ~ Pseudo-Peter von Danzig (A) 
 
Gloss. Understand it thusly: When one cleaves-in 
above from his right side, so also cleave-in a wrath-
cut with him, with the long edge strongly from 
your right shoulder. If he is then soft upon the 
sword, so shoot-in the point forward long to his 
face and threaten to stab him (as stands done 
hereafter next to this). 
     ~ Sigmund ain Ringeck 

Glossa. Here notice and know that Liechtenauer 
calls the "rage strike" a strike from above delivered 
from the shoulder, as to anyone in his anger and 
rage no other strike is as ready as this strike from 
above done from the shoulder toward the man. That 
is why Liechtenauer means that if one strikes to you 
with a strike from above, you should strike the "rage 
strike" against him so that you shoot your point 
quickly toward him… It may be also understood that 
the first verse means that to whom you strike from 
above with the "rage strike," threaten him with the 
point of the "rage strike." 
     ~ Pseudo-Hans Doebringer 
 
Gloss: When one will strike you to the head from 
his right side with an over-cut, so you cut as well 
against it with a wrath-cut from your right side, 
especially if he defends softly on the sword, and in 
the cut, throw-in the wrath-point into his face and 
thrust. 
 
     ~ Hans Medel von Salzburg 
        (Hans Seydenfaden von Erfurt?) 



 ARTISTIC LICENSE 



 HANS TALHOFFER 
Ms. Chart A.558 (1443) 
Cod. 11093 (1440s) (?) 
Ms. XIX.17-3 (1446-1459) 
Ms. 78.A.15 (1450s) 
Ms. Thott 290.2º (1459) 
Cod.icon. 394a (1467) 
 
Ms. KK5342 (1480-1500) 
Cod. I.6.2º.1 (before 1561) 
Cod. Ser. Nov. 2978 (1500s) 
Ms. 26.236 (1600s) 
2º Cod. Ms. Philos. 61 (late 1600s) 
Cod. Guelf. 125.16 Extrav. (late 1600s) 
Ms. Hz. 014 (1705-1758) 
Cod.icon. 394 (1820) 
Cod.icon. 395 (ca.1820) 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PAULUS KAL 



 PETER FAULKNER 



 PETER FAULKNER 



 PETER FAULKNER 



 CL. 23842 



 ILLUSTRATION TRANSMISSION? 



This is the wrath-cut with its plays 
Whoever cuts over you, 
The wrath-cut point threatens him. 
If he becomes aware of it, 
So take-away above without driving. 
Be strong against 
And thrust. If he sees it, take it down 
Note this precisely: 
Cut, thrust, leaguer; soft or hard, 
In-the-moment and drive-after[sic] 
Without hurry. Do not rush your war: 
Whoever's war aims 
Above, they become ashamed below. 

 OBSCURE AND CRYPTIC WORDS 

Das ist der zorn haẘ mitt sinen stucken ~ 
|Wer dir ober haẘet  
|Zor haw ort im dröwet ·: 
|Wirt er es gewar  
|So nÿms oben ab an far :· 
|Biß störcker wider /  
vnd sch stich sicht erß so nÿm es wider ·: 
|Das öben mörck /  
|Haw stich leger waÿch oder hört  
|In des vñ fär nach /  
on hurt dein krieg sich nicht gäch  
|Weß der krieg ri riempt  
oben nÿder wirt er beschämpt ·: 



 CRYPTIC WORDS EXPLAINED 
Gloss: Mark, the Wrath-hew breaks all Upper-
hews with the point, and is yet nothing other than 
a simple peasant strike, and that drive thus: When 
you come to him with the pre-fencing, if he then 
hews at your head from above on his right side, 
then hew also from your right side from above, 
without any parrying, with him wrathfully on his 
sword. If he is then Soft on the sword, then shoot in 
the long point straight before you and stab him to 
the face or the breast. So Set-on him. 
 
 
     ~Pseudo-Peter von Danzig (A) 
 
Gloss. Understand it thusly: When one cleaves-in 
above from his right side, so also cleave-in a wrath-
cut with him, with the long edge strongly from 
your right shoulder. If he is then soft upon the 
sword, so shoot-in the point forward long to his 
face and threaten to stab him (as stands done 
hereafter next to this). 
     ~Sigmund ain Ringeck 

Glossa. Here notice and know that Liechtenauer 
calls the "rage strike" a strike from above delivered 
from the shoulder, as to anyone in his anger and 
rage no other strike is as ready as this strike from 
above done from the shoulder toward the man. That 
is why Liechtenauer means that if one strikes to you 
with a strike from above, you should strike the "rage 
strike" against him so that you shoot your point 
quickly toward him… It may be also understood that 
the first verse means that to whom you strike from 
above with the "rage strike," threaten him with the 
point of the "rage strike." 
     ~Pseudo-Hans Doebringer 
 
Gloss: When one will strike you to the head from 
his right side with an over-cut, so you cut as well 
against it with a wrath-cut from your right side, 
especially if he defends softly on the sword, and in 
the cut, throw-in the wrath-point into his face and 
thrust. 
 
     ~Hans Medel von Salzburg 
       (Hans Seydenfaden von Erfurt?) 



 CRYPTIC WORDS ILLUSTRATED 

When he strikes 
high to your 
head… 

…strike wrathfully 
onto his sword 
and then thrust 
him in the face… 

…or the chest. 



 HIDDEN STRIKES 



ANDRE LIEGNICZER  
Sword and Buckler, Dagger,  
Grappling, Armored Fencing 
 
Cod. 44.A.8 (1452) 
Cod. I.6.4º.3 (1450s) 
Ms. KK5126 (1480s) 
Ms. M.I.29 (1491) 
Ms. Dresd. C.487 (ca.1500s) 
Ms. E.1939.65.341 (1508) 
Ms. Germ. Quart. 2020 (1510s) 
Mss. Dresd. C.93/C.94 (1542) 
Cod. 10825/10826 (1540s) 
Cod.icon. 393 I & II (1550s) 
Cod. I.6.2º.2 (1564) 

MARTIN HUNTFELTZ 
Armored Fencing, Dagger,  
Mounted Fencing 
 
Cod. 44.A.8 (1452) 
Cod. I.6.4º.3 (1450s) 
Ms. KK5126 (1480s) 
Ms. M.I.29 (1491) 
Ms. E.1939.65.341 (1508) 
Ms. Germ. Quart. 2020 (1510s) 
Ms. 963 (1538) 

 FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER 



OTT JUD 
Grappling 
 
Ms. Chart. A. 558 (1443) 
Cod. 44.A.8 (1452) 
Cod. I.6.4º.3 (1450s) 
Ms. KK5126 (ca.1480) 
Ms. M.I.29 (1491) 
Ms. Dresd. C.487 (1504-1519) 
Ms. E.1939.65.341 (1508) 
Ms. Germ. Quart. 2020 (1510s) 
Ms. E.1939.65.354 (1533) 
Cgm 3712 (1556) 
Ms. Dresd. C.94 (1542) 
Cod. 10826 (1540s) 
Cod.icon. 393 I (1550s) 

 FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER 



 RELATED GROUPS 



Ms. KK5013 (1430s) 
Ms. Germ. Quart. 16 
    (1435-1440) 
Ms. U860.F46.1450 (1440s) 
Cod. Guelf. 78.2 Aug. 2° 
    (1465-1480) 
Ms. CL23842 (1490s) 

 GLADIATORIA 



 GLADIATORIA 



 VIENNA VERSION 



 NEW HAVEN VERSION 



 KRAKOW VERSION 



 WOLFENBÜTTEL VERSION 



 PARIS VERSION 



Cod. I.6.4°.2 (ca.1470s) 
Ms. E.1939.65.341 (1508) 
Libr. Pict. A. 83 (ca.1510s) 
Ms. 26-232 (1512) 
Mss. Dresd. C.93/C.94 (1542) 
Cod. 10825 (1540s) 
Cod. icon. 393 (1550s) 
Reichsstadt Nr. 82 (1553) 
Cod. 1246 (1600s) 

 NUREMBERG TRADITION 



 CODEX WALLERSTEIN 



 CODEX WALLERSTEIN 



 GLASGOW FECHTBUCH 



 MS BPL 3281 



 ALBRECHT DÜRER 



 BERLIN SKETCHBOOK 



 ANTONIUS RAST 
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Questions? 

 CONCLUSION 
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